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Your committee are located throughout the northern suburbs.  We are more than happy to take delivery 

of, or collect, the plates and cutlery if the holder can’t make it to the next run.   

 

A monsterus pack of 34 hashers (23 Northside, 8 Redlands, 2 Bribie and 1 Trinity) gathered at Chateau de Pounda 
/ Casa de Beat-a-Root at Murrumba Downs for the 2nd leg of the Brisbane Northside / Redlands reciprocal run, 
and because the word got out that Beat-a-Root was cooking up a storm again. At 6.30pm, instructions were given 
by the GM and the pack was let loose on the fine folk of Murrumba Downs. 
 
A shortened run of 6.0km led the runners around the gentle slopes of Murrumba Downs with a bit of scenery 
along the riverside as well. The were a few regroups, checks and a couple of false trails as well. There was even 
a drink stop thrown in superbly organised and run by Sherbet. I don’t know what Sherbet put in the barrell at 
the drink stop but it surely had an effect on the runners, as shortly after they were running their own false trails 
that didn’t even exist. The Hare had to call them back a couple of times to get them back on trail. Eventually all 
made it back to the bucket safely. 
Stand in Hash Cash To & From called the run count, before the GM called the circle and summoned the hares 
Pounda and Beat-a-Root to face the music. Sherbet was called into the fray as well for the drink stop. 

It is a truth universally acknowledged that the hash trash never lies. What you are about to read either has happened, 

is happening now, or will happen at some time in the future. Or nearly, anyway. 

BRISBANE NORTHSIDE 

HASH HOUSE HARRIERS 

Website: www.bnh3.yolasite.com 
Email: brisbanenorthsidehhh@hotmail.com 

HASH TRASH 

The 2nd leg of the Brisbane Northside/Redlands Reciprocal Run.  

RUN NO: 2044  DATE: 11/09/2017  HARE: Pounda / Beat-a-Root  LOCATION: Murrumba 

Downs 
 

http://www.bnh3.yolasite.com/
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The Run Report as told by Under Pressure: 
 
One of our Redlands visitors Under Pressure was called to give the run report and said that there were lots and 
lots of arrows, well-marked, lots of two-way checks, three-way checks, lots of downhills and uphills and river 
views to boot. An excellent run and a great drink stop along the way. A fantastic job. 
Score:  8/10 (Under Pressure is welcome back anytime) 
 
The Walk Report as told by Lady Grey: 
 
Another of our Redlands visitors Lady Grey was called upon to give the walk report and said that it was very 
scenic but the cane toads were a bit too much. She was reminded that she was north of the border for tonight’s 
run. Well-marked and the drink stop was fantastic.  
Score:  9/10 (Lady Grey is welcome back anytime as well) 
 
The Letterbox Walk Report as told by Wet Spot: 
 
Wet Spot said that it was excellent and that they didn’t get lost. Bit hard to get lost when you only go to the 
letterbox and back. When asked for a score, Wet Spot said that seen as how Pounda was one of the hare’s, that 
she better mark it down a bit and gave it an appropriate score. 
Score:  8/10 
 
The Security Report: - No Security report was given tonight. 
 
Hands down the best run of the year with a total score of 25/30. 
 
“S.H.I.T.T.Y. T.R.A.I.L, shitty trail, shitty trail….” 
 
All GM’s present, Pounda and Private Parts (Redlands RA) were then called forward for a drink to 
commemorate the night.  
 
“Last night they stayed at home and masturbated….” 
 
HASH RELIGIOUS ARTICLES 
 
Large Appendage: This was missing in action as Pickpocket has it. He was still at home crying after Manly lost on 
the weekend and got knocked out of the NRL finals. 
 
Small Appendage: This was produced by To & From and awarded to Wheelbarrow. He said that you can always 
tell when the Hash Golf Day is approaching because Wheelbarrow comes crawling out from the woodwork. 
“Has anybody seen his cock, his big Rhode Island Red ….” 
 
Scrubber Shirt: This was offered up by the GM and awarded to Calendar Girl for giving the GM a lift down to 
the car dealership to pick up Beat-a-Root’s car and scaring the absolute shit out of him. The GM feared for his 
life and that was before they got out of the first street. The GM has offered to take Calendar Girl on some 
driving lessons so she doesn’t scare anyone else. 
“She’s the woman who wears the hash shoes….” 
 
Brush (Vagina): Flasher had this and awarded it to Heart Starter for over achieving and dashing up the hills. He 
couldn’t keep up with her. 
“Take it in your tits Mrs Murphy….” 
 
Paddle (Penis Sizer – this is a new award): Sherbet had this and awarded it to Ned for trying to pour a glass of 
wine with the lid still on the wine bottle. 
“There’s a skeeter on his peeter wack it off….” 
 
 



Milestone Runs:  
 
Beat-a-Root – 50 runs 
Wet Spot – 250 runs 
“Here’s to sister hashers, sister hashers, sister hashers….” 
 
Returnees: Rabbi, Wheelbarrow, Shreddar, Night Owl, G-Spot, Wet Spot 
“Oh where oh where oh where was you last week….” 
 
Visitors: Redlands Hash x 8, Bribie Hash x 2 and Trinity Hash x 1 
 
CHARGES: 
 
FIGJAM charged Shreddar for “snow dropping”. Shreddar was caught peaking over someone’s fence. When 
asked what he was looking for, he said that he was just looking as it was a very oblong block. Likely excuse. 
And when one Shreddar/Pounda drinks, all Pounda/Shreddar drinks. 
“Oh it isn’t long and it isn’t thick….” 
 
Parasite from Redlands charged Wonder Bra and Private Parts, also from Redlands, for not being able to 
communicate properly about a designated pick up point and both going to different gates of the same 
retirement home. Maybe they should have booked in instead. 
“They’re stupid, they’re stupid….” 
 
Ryvita tried to charge Kimasutra for having a 70th birthday this week. Apparently, Ferrari celebrated their 70th 
birthday this week and Kimasutra shares the same name. After getting over the randomness of this, the GM 
made them both have a drink. 
“They are Harriette’s and they’re alright….” 
 
Rabbi tried to charge the Assistant RA Cheese Cake, for all the froth in the plastic drinking cups, but the RA 
reversed this charge for complaining. 
“He wanks his crank in the morning…” 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
 
Bike Hash this Sunday, To & From will send an email out. 
 
Hash Camping Trip – 14th October at Coochin Creek camp grounds off Roys Rd, Coochin Creek. Details are on 
website. Please let Cheese Cake know if you are going for catering purposes. 
 
Hash Golf Day – 29th October. Please let Wheelbarrow know if you are going. 
 
BNH3 Xmas Party – 2nd December at Generic’s beachside palace. More details to follow and will be put on 
website. 
 
Tour de Bribie – flyers were handed out and also on the Bribie website. 

 

 
NEXT WEEK’S RUN #2045 
 
Killer – 10 Jacqueline Court, Everton Hills. 

 

PHOTOS 

  



 
The Evidence 

 

 
 
 

 

Just a little run around Murrumba Downs. The Hare’s and the drink stop operator. 

 

  
The GM’s, Pounda and Private Parts. Calendar Girl taking a drink after getting the 

Scrubber Shirt. 



  

  
Who is FIGJAM blowing kisses to. Must be 

time for Wanda to come home. 
When one Shreddar/Pounda drinks, all 

Pound/Shreddar drink. 

  
Wet Spot and Beat-a-Root celebrating 

milestones. 
Must be golf day soon, Wheelbarrow makes a 

return. 

 



 

 

 

Looks like Flasher is settling in for the night. 

Some of the Brisbane Northside Brains Trust. 


